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1. PLEASE JOIN OUR ZOOM CLASS MEETING AT 11:00 

https://zoom.us/j/522669551!  It was great chatting with everyone yesterday.  We 

had some valuable Book Club talk, reviewed character traits, and telling time 

to the nearest minute. 

2. Click the following link to hear about your day and your Writing Workshop 

Minilesson!!  https://www.wevideo.com/view/1615369447 

3. Daily Reading Comprehension (1 page) and have an adult check it.  If you had 

difficulty, please go back in the passage and underline the answers.   

4. Fluency Poem: read My Dog Does My Homework.  Underline the rhyming words in 

blue. I found 4 (2 pairs of rhyming words).  Please take a picture of your poem in 

ClassDojo so that I can see that you marked the punctuation yesterday and rhyming 

words today! 

5. Reading Workshop - Independent Reading 20 minutes or more! Continue reading 

your book club book and jotting post its.  When you are finished take a picture in 

ClassDojo of your post its. 

6. Writing Workshop: Stretching out the backstory/beginning of your original Fairy 

Tale. 

a. Please watch the following video which reviews important elements of a fairy 

tale.  As you are watching this video have your fairy tale planning sheet out.  

Think about your ideas as you are seeing how the elements of a fairy tale are 

used in Little Red Riding Hood. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GN_EqM9Ets 

b. Strategy - Ask yourself,  

■ “Where and when does the fairy 

tale take place?” This is the 

setting in your story.  

■ Ask yourself, “Who are the 

characters? What are their 

traits? What are their 

motivations or goals?” 

■ Write the beginning or 

backstory/set up scene for your 

story, including information about 

the setting and characters 

https://zoom.us/j/522669551
https://www.wevideo.com/view/1615369447
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GN_EqM9Ets


before the events in the story begin.  Remember the action begins 

right away in a fairy tale. 

c. Independent Writing- 20 - 30 minutes - Please type this in our Writing 

Google Classroom labeled original fairy tale (you can use speech to text) 

NOT on ClassDojo because there isn’t a way to add onto it.   

7. Daily Language Review: please complete one page and have an adult check it.  

Please fix any mistakes. 

8. Math: Lesson 14.2 Elapsed Time 

a. Watch the following BrainPop Jr Video about elapsed time 

https://jr.brainpop.com/math/time/elapsedtime/ 

b. First complete the solve and share on page 745. 

■ Remember there are 60 minutes in an hour 

■ Remember the hour hand is short and the minute hand is long  

c. Watch the 14-2 Visual Learning that I have sent out through Pearson 

d. Complete the following - page 747 #1 -4, 6.  Please post a picture of it on 

ClassDojo when you are finished. 

e. Complete the Quick Check that I assigned through Pearson. 

f. Fact Practice on Freckle AND XtraMath! 

https://jr.brainpop.com/math/time/elapsedtime/

